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Measuring what mailers. 

Glen Ellyn School District 41 

2015/16 Staff Insights Survey 
Comments 

Communication 

Comments/suggestions: 

-- There is communication missing between the Hadley building principal and our director 
of special education regarding special education matters. The department hears different 
information from each source. 

-- There could be more communication regarding school information given to CSO staff, 
but overall I feel we are in the 'know'. Communication is good at CSO, so will assume it is 
good at the buildings as well. 

-- School administration does an excellent job communicating with teachers and staff both 
formally and informally. 

-- There are also some Administrators who feel it is their place to assume that it's ok to push 
hard enough during a disciplinary feedback session to make a reprimanded individual cry 
and be humiliated. I'm sure if the tables were turned, this may not be happening. There are 
times I feel like I'm the last to know things Administrators are communicating. Instead of 
hearing directly from an Administrator, I hear it from a coworker that may sit by me. 

-- District initiatives are constantly changing or are forced to be implemented all at one time 
without consideration to what is best for kids or teachers. Oftentimes critical things are not 
communicated due to everyone's busy schedules. 

-- There has been improved communication this year regarding my role due to increased 
professional learning community time built into the schedule. 

-- Many times we do not know everything that is happening that we should. We only get 
credit or recognition when we are observed. 

-- When I indicate needing credit/recognition, I mean that I want to be recognized in my 
evaluation. Recognize me when it truly counts - I don't really care about trinkets and little 
affirmations. Honor my work on my evaluation. 
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--There has been a disconnect between the subject matter task forces and teachers for the 
last several years. Assessments, evaluation tools (rubrics) and unit plans have not been 
shared with teachers in a timely manner. This makes it difficult for teachers to plan for 
instruction with "the end in mind." Hopefully, this will be quelled with new curricular 
resources that contain all of the components for instruction and assessment. 

-- Communication is minimal. Important information about students is not shared and if it is 
shared it is not in a timely manner. We are not allowed to have an opinion that differs from 
our administration or it will go against us in evaluation or some other form of retaliation. I 
know what is expected- do everything the principal/assistant principal asks me to. Don't 
question, don't offer another suggestion- just fall in line or you will be fired. 

-- I never feel free to share my ideas or opinions. The last survey was shocking in how little 
I felt the results reflected our reality. Working conditions are terrible, yet we were told that 
staff was "satisfied" and those results were headline news in local papers. When I do share 
my thoughts and concerns they are never addressed or even acknowledged. For example, 2 
years ago teachers were asked to give up 3 days of their summer vacation to attend PBL 
training. The alternative was to do 3 days of the same training during the paid school year. 
So, some of us gave up our 3 days in the summer to attend training only to fmd that our 
colleagues who didn't give up days in the summer were only required to do 2 days of 
training. When we brought up the inequity of this and asked how we were to be 
compensated the whole issue was ignored, swept under the rug, and admin acted like it 
never happened. Very disrespectful. To this day it has never been addressed. 

-- I don't really get kudos for doing my job well but I do believe that administration know I 
do a good job with what I have been given. 

-- We are kept informed with daily emails, district digests, staff meetings, and meetings 
within our immediate co-teaching groups. I also feel that I am able to approach anyone of 
my colleagues to confer, receive feedback, or keep informed about any questions that I may 
have. The environment is open and welcoming, and I feel that from the district on down to 
the schools, we are invited and encouraged to always have our voices heard. 

--I feel comfortable sharing my ideas, as long as they "go along with" the District's agenda. 
I have strong concerns about several of the recent initiatives, yet, concerns are often labeled 
as "non issues" at any meeting in which they might be shared. Thus, I am NOT comfortable 
sharing any concerns, knowing there is little interest (or no interest at all) or hope of it 
making any difference, as the agenda for this district is already set and I am, but, a small 
cog in a very large, fast-moving wheel. 

-- Communication from building administration is often lacking, or even more frustrating, 
decisions are communicated, then changed without communicating the changes. We are 
expected to be using the current technology in Google Drive to communicate, keep 
calendars, etc. However, in order to find out what is going on in the building, we are 
required to check at least 4 different calendars rather than having one central calendar on 
Google calendar. I feel like there is a great deal of mistrust between the staff and 
administration in the past two years, to the point where I have been told by other teachers 
that they do not plan to fill out this survey due to fear that they will be identified and sought 
out by administration. It has been made clear to many of us that communicating 
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disagreement to administration or "asking too many questions" will result in reprisals, 
including lower scores on evaluations. 

-- Things have improved in the areas that I marked disagree but I did not feel comfortable 
making agree. Often decisions are made without any explanation or reason explained. - it 
feels disrespectful 

-- Communication needs to improve on all levels. I have seen some improvement at the 
building level this year and hope it continues. 

-- Communication is a two way street. I think our building administration does a fme job 
with daily email messages that are my responsibility to make sure that I read. Coaches send 
out weekly message to help keep staff informed about the different content areas. District 
administration also sends out messages and recently updated the website in an effort to 
improve communication. 

--Interestingly, the long-range plan and goals of the district are aligned to constituents that 
are not the "single-most important factor" in student achievement. District administrators 
want to keep their jobs so they do what is necessary to satisfy constituents. Building 
administrators want to keep their jobs so they do what the district administrators want them 
to do. Interesting cycle that has nothing to do with student achievement. 

-- I know that the long range plan is being reworked. I am looking forward to seeing what 
direction is set as a result of that plan and how our school fits into that plan. 

-- Communication is an area that I feel we do well! 

--Not all in place protocols are followed by staff 

-- CSO administrators do not have an idea what teaching core standards is like in a primary 
classroom. They initiate curriculum that we have to implement without materials or 
consistency from year to year. 

-- I'm not sure there is any teacher or student recognition systems in place to recognize the 
advancement of STEAM, PBL, innovation, and 21st century learning in the classrooms. 
Individual teachers are doing it, but it is not yet systematic. MAP scores seem to be the 
most highly regarded reflection of student learning and teacher effectiveness. I have a good 
understanding of the long range plans of the district. I'm hopeful we stick with the STEAM, 
differentiated, multi-age plan. 

-- Administrator feedback is something that our building is working on. There was progress 
in this area earlier in the year, but it seems like it's fallen by the wayside a bit in the second 
trimester. 

--Feedback on my evaluation is lacking even asking for suggestions and support from the 
principal. There continues to be lack of communication from CSO, special education 
department, and administrators to help us all be on the same page, understand expectations, 
and be able to be proactive. 

-- I believe if my opinion differs from the district that it is viewed as complaining. 
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-- Communication, expectations, and consistency within our building needs improvement. I 
don't have a good understanding of the long-range plan for our district since things are 
constantly changing. 

--I do not feel I know the long-range plan of the district under the current board of 
education. 

--As I mentioned above, we received two consecutive newsletters of the beginning of the 
year (this is not the norm). Our principal does not keep us informed and often only 
recognizes a few of the same people over and over I 
rarely see the principal in my room and am fearful when I see him because it's usually not 
good news. is more approachable and friendly. We are bombarded with 
e-mails from people that are not in the classroom or working with kids (like who is bringing 
treats ... ). The expectations change so frequently that it is difficult to stay on top of things. I 
do NOT feel safe or comfortable sharing my ideas or opinions with my administrators. I've 
seen or learned of people that have been "punished" for speaking out with bad reviews or 
moved to places that they don't want to be. I feel as if a lot of wisdom and history has been 
lost because people are afraid to speak up or share. It's a shame because our building has 
some fantastic and creative people. We have developed a mentality of wanting to stay out of 
the limelight to avoid humilitation and shame. 

-- I feel comfortable that I can always go to my building administrators or District 
administrators as a staff member to communicate. 

-- I understand the superintendent's vision but it is difficult to understand the Board's goals 
and plans since much of their time to together is monopolized by two members who are 
only trying to slow down any progress the superintendent or administration is trying to 
make. 

-- Change is pretty constant in our district--as it is in education. Perhaps reiterating the long 
range plan and goals more specifically each year would be helpful. 

--My ideas and suggestions are not recognized by administration, but they then present the 
same ideas as their own. Information is provided from CSO to but the 
information is not always presented to staff in the same or timely manner. Building 
administration does a better job than district admin of communicating to staff. Changes to 
procedures are often made without informing the staff. Across the district, buildings do not 
have the same procedure for the same circumstances. I often hear about school/department 
information from other staff members, rather than directly from an administrator. There are 
times, my building will know information, but staff at other buildings do not have the same 
information. 

-- Building and District administrators keep me informed via email, the weekly memo, 
meetings, etc. I feel well supported there. The Board of Education seems to be having a 
little trouble getting everyone on board toward a common vision and so I feel less 
comfortable sharing my ideas in the context of a board with some members who seem to be 
anti-administration. I am confused by this, as our administration is superb. Keeps getting 
better actually, so I don't understand why some on the board are so negative about D41 and 
the great team that we are. 
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-- Everything seems to change from year to year. From specialization to multi-age to 
curriculum. I feel like we never get consistency, and we feel like we are drowning with all 
the changes and lack of consistency. 

-- Communication comes from several different sources and is easily accessible to all! 

-- I, personally feel comfortable sharing my ideas with admins. But there are many teachers 
who do not feel comfortable, especially teachers who work with our district ESL director. 
Those particular teachers have a level of fear that gen ed classrooms do not have. It seems 
as though my principal favors some teachers. It truly feels like he has favorites, which is 
very frustrating. As a classroom teacher, I do not have favorites. There is also a disconnect 
between our building admins and classroom teachers. Our admins need to experience the 
classroom or at least get in classrooms more. Teachers rarely receive praise. 

-- Communication from Hadley's principal to staff is inconsistent. 

-- -there is often times mixed messages regarding matters important to my work -many 
times the principal is not able to communicate information,either he changes what he wants 
several times, or after he speaks to the staff, an AP needs to clarify or correctly describe 
what is needed. -i do not trust my principal with ideas I may share. He only does what he 
wants done. or he wants to determine how it is done. -my principal offers negative feedback 
and points out things I do wrong. NEVER has he complimented me on a job well done. The 

however. -the principal shares info with a select few and it gets filtered 
down to the rest of the staff.-

-- I feel our building communication is very good. 

-- As teachers, we receive information very last minute and sometimes not at all. 

-- I find that there are decisions made at some meetings at the district level without having 
any input from the "whole district" which it really impacts. It only takes a survey like this to 
get the true feelings of the employees since we are in the trenches day in and day out. 

--There has not been proper communication and emphasis of the long-range staff. 

-- While building administrators work hard to communicate and recognize individual and 
team efforts, District administrators do not do the same, especially in special education. 

are regularly lauded and held up as "gods," while those on the front lines with the 
most difficult students are left to their own devices to figure out how to manage. The long 
range plan/goals of the special education department is not communicated at all, other than 
that saving money is the priority without regard for what's best for students in terms of 
grouping, teaching style and classroom support. It is not clear that we individually consider 
the needs of each student in making departmental decisions, rather the budget has become 
the priority. In addition, the importance of cultivating and maintaining good relationships 
with families has not been prioritized in special education. Each teacher and related service 
provider does so; however, the time, energy and effort that this requires is not recognized at 
all and is not a priority of the department. This is fool-hardy, as relationships are 
foundational and can smooth rough waters and allow difficult situations to progress with 
less conflict. 
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--Often the right hand doesn't know what the left hand is doing. People (at all levels
teacher, admin, CSO) are being asked to do so much that it is impossible anymore to do it 
WELL. Some decisions seem situationally based and inconsistent, conflicting or unclear. 

-- The communication has improve greatly at AL. The staff is receiving prompt positive 
feedback from administrators and other staff members when appropriate. 

-- Communication at most levels has eroded significantly in the past few years. Nearly all 
communication is disseminated electronically and usually with short notice. While this is 
effective for some items, it is not sufficient for items that require discussion, interpretation, 
and/or clarification. Departmental communication often comes on the eve of radical change 
(basic math fact fluency) or, at times, is communicated past deadlines. It is not reasonable to 
expect effective content implementation without providing adequate time for the teacher to 
become familiar with materials/strategies/programs. As stated before, my ideas (and the 
ideas of others) are not always received with professionalism or respect. Therefore, there 
are many settings in which I do not feel comfortable sharing my opinions. I rarely receive 
any credit or recognition when I do a good job. I do, however, receive ample criticism for 
the few things I do not do seamlessly and even have been held accountable for things that I 
have no actual authority over. Whether it is an actual inability to listen to and comprehend 
the content of what is being communicated between staff and administration or an 
unwillingness to bend and/or admit fault, communication is far from good or professional. 
There are numerous examples of staff members individually and in public (staff meetings) 
where staff members have been responded to in a tone that can only be classified as 
unwarranted chastisement. Communication from district administrators to staff usually 
comes across as "out of touch". The superintendent's communications often come across as 
arrogant and self-serving. They make sweepingly false claims about the unanimous 
satisfaction and excitement of teachers regarding the implementation of initiatives that are 
his personal pet projects. When many building staff members are literally operating on 
survival mode, the district's immediate focus should be on shoring up the present. 

-- I understand the long term goals. There are times when staff doesn't find out information 
in a timely matter. 

-- I think sometimes things are set into place at the District level without any heads up to the 
people in the trenches. I may not understand the L TGs because there is so much 'legalesse' I 
loose interest in reading it 

-- Communication is frustrating. Department is fine. Building wide, not so much. Hard to 
elaborate. Yeah we PLC a lot and its effective. Team time is kind of a wash. I'd rather be 
working on my own content in those meetings. More information on SPED and kids 
struggling emotionally should be more clear to classroom teachers. You can't make 
everybody happy. but if admin pops in our room to randomly observe, then tell them the 
next time you see them something positive. No conversation is bad. We fill in the blanks or 
think we are being judged. I'm not paranoid, but face to face conversation is more important 
to me then reading the same person's name at a faculty meeting for doing a job. HELLO, I 
-too! been very supportive of my progress at a teacher. Also, Dr. Rebock 
knew my name (well, so does Campbell and Carlson). Does Dr. Gordon get to know 
somebody especially not during PLC presentations? 
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-- Communication is lacking throughout the district from teaches to teachers and 
administrators to teachers. 

-- Communication from the district has been poor about important things such as looping 
(why must the district change the jobs of the teachers every year? How are we to improve 
what we are doing for kids if they continue to change our jobs and move us from grade to 
grade? What is the research that proves this is BETTER than keeping teachers at one grade 
level? Data is not overwhelmingly in favor oflooping), PBL (what it is and what it is not, 
what the expectation is, why it is vital, what we need to give up to implement, how it is 
actually possible to "fit in"), multiage (again, this may work well for some students, but 
actually seems to hurt other students. What research suggests that this is BETTER? ) ... Why 
must we just jump at every new initiative? It seems more like we are trying to do every 
"buzzword" out there to impress ... but this is at the detriment of our students. 

--New additions to all elementary schools add equal square footage, although each original 
school had/still will have different facility needs. Staff not consulted in design of additions 
or choice of :furniture. Starting a couple of years ago, suddenly everything has to be "21st 
Century." 

--I feel like we have a great plan in place. I strongly agree with the direction of the District. 
Great leadership and thoughtfulness goes into everything we do as an entire district. There 
are not too many districts where teachers can reach out to the superintendent and he will 
stop by the classroom the next day to have a conversation. This is true for any of the district 
level positions. They all listen. 

-- I feel comfortable communicating my opinions to the district administrators and staff. I 
do not feel comfortable to speak up about my opinions good or bad to the school board for 
fear of backlash. 

-- I am kept informed about matters important to my work and other types of 
communication most of the time but there are occasions where I feel I wish I was included 
in discussions prior to decisions being made. 

--I wish the principals and CSO staff were able to observe or understand the therapy 
sessions or daily tasks of speech therapists, social workers, or resource teachers more and 
that feedback regarding their jobs and duties were more specific and about their actual 
responsibilities and related to their actual tasks at hand. 

-- There is a healthy professional community of educators at my school. I am proud to work 
with them and be a part of this school. 

-- Communicating with a large number of people is always difficult however systems are in 
place to make this two-way process possible. 

-- Some of our administrators are good at keeping us informed, but the main communication 
should come from our principal and that doesn't happen. Major decisions happen without us 
knowing about them that have a huge impact on our schedules, kid's schedules, etc and 
nobody has the decency to ask for our opinions! 

--Saying that I have a good understanding of the long-range plan and goals means just 
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exactly that. I understand. It in no way means I support it. Good communication can't 
happen until our honest opinions are valued and taken into account. I have seen too many 
respected coworkers shut down for not toeing the party line. I would love to see us get to a 
place where we put it all out there openly and honestly. It is the ONLY way to reach the 
best decisions for our students. 

-- communication isn't always timely 

-- The communication is extremely poor until assessment reports are given. Items aren't 
celebrated unless staff celebrates each other. Admin at school and district are primarily 
concerned on how we look on the outside, rather than appreciated with what goes on inside 
the schools 

-- Because we have had so many changes and each one needs to be assessed and tweaked, it 
seems there is always some "behind the scenes" conversation happening at the district 
administrative level. These conversations, tweaks, and new initiatives DIRECTLY affect 
classroom teachers, but they are rarely asked for input or kept in the loop. 

-- Good communication between staff and administration. 

---Communication needs to be improved. (Hadley)- Teachers fmd out about a change that 
may affect them significantly with little time to prepare for it, and are not consulted prior to 
the change occurring. -Teachers are asked to work on things "for the good of the order" 
with little turnaround time. - Information that is covered in before/after-school contract 
hours could be covered in our regularly scheduled team/PLC meetings during the school 
day. -It seems that meetings are scheduled for the sake of having meetings.- I am thanked 
for the good work that I do by my administration. - Some administrators make every effort 
to keep teachers in the loop, and understand the impact on their classroom and their 
teaching. - Karen Carlson does a wonderful job relaying district curricular goals. 
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Measuring what matters. 

Glen Ellyn School District 41 

2015/16 Staff Insights Survey 
Comments 

Overall Satisfaction 

What are the best things about our District? 

-- The students and teachers. 

-- I believe the staff the District employs are, for the main part, dedicated to provide the best 
educational experience they can for our students. 

-- The District wants to be inclusive to all races and languages. The educational programs 
appear to be a new approach to keep the kids interested. 

-- Compassionate leader, and driven teachers that are willing to find the best ways to teach 
our children. 

-- The best hinges about our district are the people. We have an amazing community of 
educators and support staff who work together to provide the best possible service to all 
students, regardless of background or ability. 

-- The innovative, creative way we teach. 

-- Teachers, education standards for the children Co-workers Community involvement 
Student care 

-- The teachers and administrators truly care about doing their best for the wonderful 
students we work with every day. 

-- I am most appreciative of the willingness of our district, under the direction of our 
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum, to study the research, trends, and data driving 
current and future educational philosophies and practices, and accordingly make very 
knowledgeable and deliberate decisions regarding curricula and instruction designed to keep 
our students engaged, motivated, and challenged. A commitment to moving our district 
forward is welcomed by me, but sadly, a fear to others, especially the non-educators. 
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--I love the teamwork that D41 encourages. I feel like the board president genuinely cares 
for the students and the direction of the district. I think for the most part, we have a great 
administrative team that supports our staff. 

--We are innovative, forward-thinking, and highly committed to the well-being of our 
students and their families. 

--Foreign language. The committment of most of the teachers. 

--I think our district has amazing teachers and staff who will do whatever they can for 
students. I also think that we are heading in the right direction, we just need to take away 
somethings that are on teachers plates to make it less stressful. 

-- The staff, families, and specifically the students! 

--Dedicated Teachers & support staff. Kids are wonderful. 

-- Our students. The people who work here. 

-- Diverse students and passionate teachers 

-- Amazing teachers and staff. 

--The teachers and staff work tirelessly each day to benefit all students and meet their 
needs. I am proud of the work being done in our district and believe we work in one of the 
greatest places in the country. 

--My classroom, the staff at my school, the administration at my school, our PTA 

-- The teaching staff is excellent. Our teachers' association and its collaboration with 
administration is a model for others. 

-- The teachers and the kids 

--Our district looks out for all children to be prepared for the future. We have highly skilled 
teachers in place, yet are always looking to improve. The make up of the families and 
students in our buildings is changing and we are making the effort to change and 
accommodate all students. 

-- We care about students. 

--teachers 

-- The people who care so much about all the students. I know teachers and administrators 
who are up at all hours trying to figure out how to help a particular child succeed. 

-- Staff members who work incredibly hard to provide their students with the best 
education. 

-- Teachers work hard and join committees and really want the best for their schools and 
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students. Daily collaboration time with course alike PLC's. 

-- !.)Teachers work hard and do the best they can do with what they have been given. 
2.)Staff are here for the best interest of their students. 3.)Daily collaboration time. 

-- Good teachers and supportive parents. 

-- Striving for excellence. Taking on new initiatives in learning that have been researched as 
best practices.(PBLs and foreign language and subject specific) Also the teachers and 
administrators are top notch and super dedicated! Thank you too to the board members who 
have been dedicated for years to D41 ! 

-- A wonderful community of people to work with. Students are recognized for their hard 
work. Staff members always put students first. 

-- The excellent education our teachers provide and our huge dedication to student learning. 

-- I am happy about the way our administration consistently strives to meet the needs of all 
students. In doing so, they have had to make tough decisions and major changes. I see how 
difficult it can be to make broad changes while respecting the ideas and beliefs of everyone 
affected by these decisions. The administrators in our district seem to always try to strike a 
balance that favors student success. 

-- Great staff, general support of the parents & kids 

--Great teachers and families. Hard-working, caring staff. Staff is not afraid to grow and 
change with the demands of education. 

-- support and collaboration among staff 

-- The building administrators, teachers, support staff and custodial staff. 

-- The teachers; community and parent support; striving to meet the needs of ALL learners 

-- The staff and their training/backgrounds 

-- Willingness to try new approaches to prepare our children for an uncertain future. 
Student-centered. 

-- The people! I love my building community, the students and the parents! I feel this is the 
core dynamic of the learning process, though the details that the district delivers to this 
process can make it unnecessarily challenging. 

-- I think the dedication of the teachers, administration, and staff is what makes our District 
special. 

-- -A warm, caring professional staff. -A willingness to learn and grow. -Supportive 
community (families) and staff. -a plethora of resources and technology to use in the 
classroom -Teacher specialization opportunity 
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--The work ethic of the teachers! Our staff works endlessly to meet the needs of their 
students. We take care of each other and and support one another during difficult times. Our 
community is always supportive! The families at Ben Franklin truly care about their child's 
education. The students come ready to learn each and every day! 

--Enthusiasm, creativity, hard work, caring. 

-- The administrators, principals, teachers and support staff are completely dedicated to 
providing the best learning environment for the children in District 41. We truly support one 
another. 

-- The dedicated teachers. 

--Teachers and curriculum 

--The dedication of wise educators who continue to keep at the core of their integrity the 
needs of the students. Period. 

-- Schools and commarodity. Supportive families and great staff. 

--The dedication of the people that I work with. The staff work very hard each day to 
provide students with quality learning experiences. We seek to be innovative and forward 
thinking in helping students acquire the skills that they will need for future success. I am 
proud of the Dual Language and FLES programs as well as our approach to specialization 
and trying to fmd better ways to meet the needs of our students. The parent community at 
Churchill is incredibly supportive of the staff. 

-- The opportunists they offer students. 

--many of the teachers, many of the support staff, many trying to do a good job 

-- Our district staff continues to focus on what is best for students. We all want our kids to 
be successful and we work hard to make that happen. Our schools are nice places to work 
and excellent places to learn. 

-- The people I work with. 

-- Teachers and students who are willing to go the extra mile to achieve greatness. 

-- The staff is amazing to work with. 

-- STEAM, PBL, 21st century classrooms, and our amazing PTA and parent helpers. 

-- The people 

-- Special Ed: our SpEd teachers have case loads that are too large; they cannot possibly 
provide the time and attention to students with IEPs because they don't have the time to do 
it. 

--The dedication of the teachers. They keep the district pumping. 
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-- The faculty and the support staff, and of course the students. 

-- The dedication of our staff, hands down. 

-- Our human resources are the best. 

-- Professional atmosphere and dedication to children. 

-- The best thing about District 41 are the students, teachers, and parents. Students are 
happy in District 41. Teachers are always striving to help each of their students be 
successful. Parents have high expectations and support their children's academics. 

-- The best things about our district is that district administrators are willing to hear from 
teacher's and parent's opinions. Our district is always seeking ways to improve ourselves. 

-- The teachers work incredibly hard and have the best interest of all the students. They are 
passionate about their work and are committed to following the district's initiatives. 

-- The teacher and staff dedication to our students. Our administrators are very supportive. 
Our parents are supportive. The diversity of students is wonderful and the support we give 
our neediest students is amazing. 

--The creative and caring teachers. The PTA at our school does a lot of great things for 
kids. 

-- We service a VARIETY of students from all different backgrounds, and I am proud to 
work at a place like Churchill who gets to work with students like this. Our parents are so 
extremely supportive (Churchill). We have a supportive administration (both district and 
school) who will hear what struggles we have and celebrations we want to shout from the 
rooftops. I am able to dive deep into my content and give my students quality instruction 
due to the high level of concentration I am able to give to the content. 

-- student centered progressive high expectations PBL 

-- Students have great teachers in this district! They do what is best for students and go 
above and beyond. I am proud to work with the colleagues I do. 

-- The staff has the very best intention of helping all kids be the best they can be, regardless 
of their abilities. Let Dr. Gordon and the administration continue the great work of 
preparing kids for the future We offer great opportunity for kids to be successful - I just 
wish the Board would stop interfering where inappropriate. 

--Teachers 

-- The teachers, the superintendent of curriculum, the HR department, the innovative ideas 
moving forward, the balance of students in some schools (refugees,diversity), the president 
of the Board of Ed., the resources that we have. 

-- Dedicated, compassionate and caring staff. 
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-- Students Staff Student resources Professional Development 

-- The staff members are doing their best in a less than ideal environment. 

-- People enjoying working in District 41 due to the people around them who help make 
them better day after day. We all work together for the most beneficial experience we can 
provide children that will extend with them far after they have left our schools. Also, Karen 
Carlson is the biggest asset that our District has. Her knowledge and relationships with staff 
are invaluable. People come and go from D41, but she has left her mark on D41. Our staff 
and each and every student is better for having Karen guiding us. 

-- Collaboration between staff and administration and between/among staff. As a staff, we 
respect each other, speak honestly and respectfully when we disagree, and work towards 
productive solutions. Care and concern shown for students by our staff. Teamwork/service 
to our students in need. Our innovative programs like FLES and PBL. We need to maintain 
a focus on what our students need for the future. We are proud ofD41. 

-- Culture and climate of staff- We really like each other! Employees are extremely hard 
working Parent and community involvement is very high. Engaged students - So many of 
them are thirsty for learning, ready to take on the world, kind, generous, motivated, and 
talented. 

--All of the employees work very hard and are dedicated to doing what is best for kids. 

-- The building works very well as a team. 

-- Our Superintendent and the Assistant Superintendents - Karen Carlson and Laurie 
Campbell - are professional yet approachable. They are experts in education and we are 
lucky to have them. Our resources are abundant and opportunities for growth are made 
available Support from colleagues The kids! 

-- Our hardworking staff and supportive families. 

-- I think the principals in the District are trying hard to balance the needs of the students, 
parents and teachers. I do believe they have the students best interest in mind. 

-- The people 

-- The best things about our district is the plans and concepts that we incorporate into the 
students learning such as PBL, F.L.E.S, Learning Together, and ESL all these programs that 
give the students a bigger outlook on solving problems, a development of more than one 
language and an understanding of more than one language, and with all the advancements 
taking place, students will face those challenges and now have an equal chance of being 
prepared to handle it. 

-- overall a good work place. 

-- the committed staff 
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-- The families and the staff 

-- The students. They are awesome! 

-- teachers and students 

-- I just love my students and the diversity of our students. I love to celebrate the cultures 
that come together in our school. I love the Learner Characteristics and wish we had more 
of an emphasis on them like we used to, however, we still focus on them in class. I love 
how friendly and warm the teachers and staff are at my school and I feel supported by the 
parent population. 

-- Our staff and students! It is an awesome place for students to learn! Our staff is an 
extension of our families. We are here for one another and for our students! 

-- Our teachers and students are the best thing about our district. 

-- Buildings and grounds department 

-- Kids get a good education 

--All of my colleagues really care about 041 and our students. We work as a team to 
achieve the best for all. 

-- 041 has always trusted me as a teacher and has presented me with opportunities to 
expand and be creative with the program I teach. That has enabled me to give the "best" of 
me to my students, my colleagues, and all of041. 

-- The kids are great 

-- Friendly atmosphere, hard working teachers and staff, exciting specials 

-- Teachers working together to help students succeed. 

-- Teachers and students 

-- Our teaching/building administration/support staff 

-- The quality of instruction and staff 

--The teacher collaboration within my team is on of the best I have experienced. 

-- The staff is our biggest asset. We are dedicated and hard working. We help to support 
each other. 

-- The teaching staff is incredible, classroom teachers are highly committed to meeting 
student needs. 

--We are a small enough district to know everyone and build relationships across each 
building. The more we work together, the more successful we will be. 
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-- I would like to see more staff (and therefore, more $ allocated) for special needs 
populations: SPED, ESL, etc. Then those sub-populations can receive more time from 
specialists, and the specialists would have more time to support the classroom teacher with 
scaffolding strategies, best practices, and resources. 

--The teachers and support staff--the amount of work we do on a daily basis for these kids 
with the demands that are asked of us is amazing. 

-- The students and dedicated staff that sees that kids learn even with the lack of curriculum, 
resources and support. 

-- There are adequate resources available. 

-- Our district is always cutting edge and will get resources for whatever we need. 

-- Our students and families and their diversity. Our teachers, they are awesome! 

-- The teachers here are outstanding. Their dedication to student success is second to none. 
All of the recent years' initiatives were unwarranted. We were not broken and, therefore, did 
not need fixing. 

--The staff is District 41 is amazing. There is a true battery of highly professional, 
dedicated, innovative, children-focused people working with our children and families. 

-- Our potential 

-- The staff at the school I am in are very friendly and considerate. It makes going to work 
fun and enjoyable. 

-- The teachers and how well they work togehter 

-- the teaching staff 

-- Our staff and the academic excellence we provide our students. 

-- people are committed 

--The devoted employees (custodians, aides, support staff, and teachers) that serve with 
whole hearts, and minds, and hands. 

-- D41 is always on the cutting edge and is looking for the best opportunities to meet the 
needs of our kids. Professional development and planning is provided throughout the year to 
teachers. 

-- How the teachers, building leadership and parents work together on behalf of students. 

-- Their openness to try new things and work in progressive ways to help build children's 
overall education. 
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-- The children and the adults I work with. 

-- the teachers. tell them! 

--One of the best things about our District is the people who work within it. I fmd them to 
be very smart, accomplished, hardworking, caring and supportive. The atmosphere is filled 
by people who love working with children. They are helping those students be successful 
not only in their academics but in life as well. 

--TEACHER SPECIALIZATION- it has changed my life as a teacher. I'm a better teacher. 
I can prepare better lessons. I know my content better. I am more confident about what I am 
teaching. I am more successful at helping students be successful. I am an expert at my trade, 
and feel respected as such. 

-- Students, families, teachers, support staff. Time for teams to collaborate. People who 
keep doing their best even when overworked, stressed out, and under-appreciated. Working 
copiers, when they work, and paper, when we have it. Students still have art, music and PE, 
thank you. Active PTAs- those few, dedicated souls who appreciate and support teachers 
and work to improve the school experience for all students. 

-- the teachers- they give everything they have, with, at times, unrealistic expectations. 
Have we lost sight of where we could truly take this district, if we stopped piling things on 
year after year? 

--Students, teachers, parents, administrators, PBLs, and 5 of the 7 board members! 

-- Teachers, students and administrators working together and being open. 

-- We are always trying to get better at teaching and reaching diverse learners by creating a 
supportive and caring learning environment. I love my job and feel supported by my 
principal and out of building administrators. We are at the forefront of new initiatives and 
mandated learning expectations and don't shy away from attempting and trying new things. 

-- The students, teachers, and families. 

-- Diversity in our school. 

-- The friendly staff and working as a team. 

-- Safe learning environment for students and staff Professional and caring teachers and 
staff 

-- Striving to improve. 

-- that we have adequate funding 

-- Size, resources, teachers/students/families 

-- Overall, the staff consistently holds students as their number one priority. 
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-- The best things about our district are the people: teachers, students, parents and 
community. 

--High academic standards creative and innovative in exploring new ways of teaching and 
learning Teacher based committees to determine objectives 

-- The teachers, our superintendent for Teaching and Learning, the parents. 

-- The immense effort put forth daily( weekends included) by parents, teachers, 
administration, and students to develop well-rounded, life-long learners is our best asset! 

-- The teachers and students. 

-- the staff and the kids 

---The Partners in Learning Pre-school Program -ELL, ESL and Dual Language Program
District 41 makes all families feel welcome and with the confidence to talk -about their 
needs. -District 41 uses its money and resources well. 

-- Students, staff, community support, support staff 

--The D41 model provides the framework for how we educate our students. We are 
committed to preparing students to be 21st century innovators and leaders. Decisions and 
initiatives are based on the most current educational research. We are (and hopefully will 
continue to be) a district that is viewed as a model to others. Coaches! PLC's PD with 
planning Problem based learning 

-- Teachers, our vision, and the community. 

-- Teacher specialization; SIP days; location 

-- Dedicated staff( certified/non certified) Diversity of the children Eager learners 

-- Staff and students 

-- The staff and students who make up the District. 

--Teachers and families! 

-- I believe the best part about our District is the wide variety of academic and extra 
curricular activities that are provided for the students. 

-- teachers and staff 

--Hard-working teachers who put children first. Kids who are, for the most part, happy to 
be at school, and hard-working. 

-- Our district has nice buildings and facilities for our students. 

--Rigor Parental support A large majority of kids are motivated to learn and well-behaved. 
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-- - innovative - resources within our walls (our teachers) 

What things would you change in our District? 

-- There is a constant atmosphere of negativity in district 41. I find it especially pervasive in 
special education, but I think it occurs everywhere. I don't know how to solve this problem 
so I try to be a positive role model for my peers but the amount of complaining and 
negativity that I'm around is very difficult and it affects my job satisfaction. 

-- Larger classrooms or smaller class sizes are needed in the middle school. 

-- Stop the rumors and misinformation that stem from certain schools to the public 

--I liked that the Superintendent did "Student for a Day". He really does need to participate 
more in class with the kids though. A recent principal outside of the school district did an 
orchestra class with the kids and had to follow the same instructions as the kids. Not to take 
time away from other important work, but it's a great way to see what's going on through 
the kids' eyes. Also give other non teaching staff the opportunity to be a student for a day. 

-- We spend too much money on technological resources which is great. Yet we should 
balance and spend more in human resources. Students benefit more from professionals 
working with them rather than being put in front of technology. It is desperately needed for 
students who need interventions. 

-- We are in desperate need for more space to serve the needs of all of our students. 

--Not continuing looping and multiage. Reducing class sizes-this year we have 27 students. 

-- The boards treatment of staff in public meetings, as well as themselves at times is not 
appropriate. Their actions are embarrassing! 

-- get me a math curriculum. 

-- 1. Union meddling - desist. 2. Resistant teachers - remove. 3. Ineffective teachers -
remediate. 4. A mentoring program- create. 5. Accountability- enforce. 6. Board of Ed 
meetings- install a moderator who is neutral, yet authoritative and unseat the bully. 7. 
Misguided parents- correct the erroneous belief their voice and opinion on what to teach 
and how to teach may usurp what our district: administrators, educators, and support staff, 
know to be best for our students. 

-- I would like to see the board act more professional and stop allowing the negativity of 
some. There are ways to respectfully disagree with one another without the "venom" that 1 
or 2 board members quite often show. And the reason that I chose "Fair" and not "Poor" for 
the overall perception of the board is because I feel that there still are a few members that 
want the best for the students, staff and community. 

-- Students with identified learning disabilities need more intensive, direct instruction 
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during the elementary years. 

-- Remove portables at Hadley 

-- Too many committees. Not enough representation by non-classroom teachers. Improve 
special education and hire more qualified special education teachers. Address the needs of 
the special education students by having appropriate self contained classrooms and more 
support for the resource students. Increase nursing time in the health offices. 

--In addition, we want to bring back some of the fun projects, plays, or celebrations with 
food that we used to do after a unit. It makes it more fun for the students and for the 
teachers. I think the students are feeling the stress too with all the tests and that we do not 
do anything fun anymore like we used too. We do some fun things but its not the same 
because it has to be a certain way to do it. 

--We need a board that portrays a more positive, cohesive approach to improve things for 
all students. 

--Get rid of the portables please. School board needs to behave like professionals. 
Respectfully disagree and work together for the benefit of the students. 

-- More focused curriculum at the elementary level. 

-- More resources for lowest students - certified teachers to help with math interventions 
especially Full-day Kindergarten More space for schools, especially Churchill. We have NO 
teacher's lounge. 

-- We need full day kindergarten 

-- I would seek to eliminate conflict among the Board members. ALL members should 
abide by the code of conduct issued. Respect should be shown to all administration, 
teachers, and community members when presenting. It is disgraceful and embarrassing to 
listen or be present at some of these meetings. I would hope that members would find ways 
to eliminate the confrontational feel of these meetings. 

--Some committees receive pay for their time outside of the school day and some do not. I 
don't think it's equitable. I think any committee or group meeting outside of the school day 
should be compensated for their time. It needs to be fair. 

--Hadley needs major remodeling and additions. Portables need to be eliminated. The older 
part of the building has inadequate spaces for 21st century learning. The school board 
members should act more respectfully during meetings. 

-- Go back to traditional classroom teaching one grade level, one teacher, no PBLs 

-- D41 moves quickly with initiatives. We have made many changes and now it is time to 
reflect and take the time to master these new changes. We have such high expectations, 
starting kids out in full-day kindergarten would help us get kids to where we need them to 
be from the start. 
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-- I wish we were more accepting of students who don't easily fit our mold. 

--Get rid ofPBL, get us a REAL curriculum with REAL resources. 

-- The board. The new members have not been a positive addition. 

-- I would hire an outside monitor for Board mediation. 

-- 1. Updated facilities- classrooms 2. Resource teachers back in all academic classrooms, 
not just Lit and math and also allowing them to have a study hall class with their students 
helping them on their classwork and homework. 

-- 1.) Updated and cleaner facilities. 2.) Resources teachers in ALL subject areas, so that 
student's needs are met. 3.) Bigger classrooms. 4.) Teacher work days before school starts 
and at the beginning of second semester. 5.) Better discipline policies; more follow through. 

--No more "coaches" -we need more people helping kids. PBL is one approach to learning, 
not an end all. The problem should be a natural result of an inquiry, not a forced find. Kids 
need to have fun. So do teachers. 

-- Hire more males. Hire more minorities. 

-- I always wish Support staff (people who work one on one with students, health aides, 
office staff, Digital Media Aides, custodians) could receive a better annual salary than 10-
15K. This is not a poor reflection on our District at all, this falls under many Districts. 
Perhaps our District could implement opportunities to increase wages or other types of 
rewards. 

-- 1.) Cleaner buildings that are free of mice, mold, dirt 2.) More classrooms so we can 
provide smaller class sizes, especially with the increasing amounts of integrated special 
needs students (such as ELL's, students with IEPs, students with 504 plans, low income 
students, etc.) 3.) More help in content areas for special education students. 4.) Reduce the 
levels of favoritism within the building so some teachers are not victims of bullying by 
other colleagues. 5.) Create an overall feeling of comfort for staff and not the feeling of 
being on the defense. 

-- I'm fortunate to work in a district that strives for excellence. Our voices are heard, and I'm 
confident that the programs and goals of our schools are in the best interests of our students. 
If I could change one thing, it would be to elevate the civility of our board meetings. I 
would like to be able to bring my students into a board meeting during which the members 
debate about important and sensitive issues. And then I would like to be able to tum to my 
students and say, "this is how we disagree respectfully." 

-- The disparity of pay between administrators and support staff. 

-- Slow down with the new initiatives;just because it's new doesn't mean it's better. 
Remember that teachers were not trained to be curriculum writers. Invest in both math and 
literacy programs, not more resources. 

-- -location and division of special education classrooms -more options for professional 
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development -more options for materials -no A & B week schedules 

-- Our district needs to do a better job of preparing our kids for high school. They are not 
prepared when they get to Glenbard West which is the feeder school for D41. 

--Facilities need to be expanded for all teachers ..... notjust classroom teachers. 

-- Slowing down initiatives; making things more complicated than they need to be 

--relocate the pre-k to a location that better suites their needs. 

-- Changes made in a prudent manner- with the child's well-being at the authentic core of 
the decision-making. Though decisions are usually couched as child-centered, I'm not sure 
the students in our district are the priority when decisions are made. 

-- All Day Kindergarten is needed. When adding on space, why didn't we consider adult 
needs (like bathrooms, a staff workroom/lounge, even flexible meeting space)? We need to 
use the staff that we have differently to meet the needs of ELL and Special Ed learners. We 
probably moved too fast implementing change (multi-age, teacher specialization, PBL, 
FLES) and we probably should prioritize what is really the most important and focus on 
that. 

-- -more trust in teachers as professionals -more teacher input on district decisions which 
affect us and our students -SLOW DOWN .. .I am hoping that the district will fmally get the 
message to slow down on changes and new initiatives. Let us hone our craft. -PBL--do not 
make them mandatory. They do not work well for everybody and every subject area. -more 
staff to support struggling learners or kids with special needs. Our human resources are 
stretched too thin. We need staff to help classroom teachers administer RTI interventions. 
This cannot all fall on our limited resource teachers and classroom teachers. -Keep class 
sizes down .. .it seems they have been increasing in recent years. -When numbers don't work 
out, please reconsider asking teachers to forego specialization to teach both major subject 
areas (LIT/STEAM). If specialization is important to the board and admin it can't only be 
when numbers work out. Allow smaller classes to accommodate specialization when this 
occurs. 

--Build trust between all parties! SLOW DOWN!!! I feel like the district is finally listening 
to concerns and making decisions with teachers. The District needs to reflect on the past 5-7 
years and the effect it has had on everyone ... parents, students, teachers The district needs to 
add more support staff to help support the diverse needs of our students. Our resource 
teachers, ENL teachers, support staff are stretched too thin. Smaller class sizes!!! Please 
take a longer look at this and the targeted numbers! Don't forget to think about move ins 
that we receive every year. When grade levels do not have an even number of teachers, 
please do not expect teachers to split their day between Literacy and Steam. If you truly 
believe in the theory of specializing, then support it! 

--The resource, MIP, IEP, 504 psych, and support personnel do not have any PLC time 
with the teacher's they need to work with. This is a disservice to them and the children they 
work with. The current schedule has eliminated this and severely crippled what we could be 
achieving with our planning, PLC's etc and meeting the needs of the child who is not 
learning, not at grade level, not succeeding. 
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-- Trust and listen to teachers more. Don't roll out too many initiatives at once or new 
initiatives every year. 

--Please give teachers curriculum guides. To expect us to write our own curriculum and 
buy our own materials is expensive and takes hours and hours of our personal time. 

-- To stop rolling out new initiatives every year; nothing gets done truly well then 

-- 1. Hire outside employees to run all extra-curricular duties so teachers can focus solely on 
their instructional methodology, life-balance and stress-management. 2. Reading, Math and 
PBL specialists would serve a maximum of 5 years. Thereafter, they would move back into 
the classroom in which the most highly qualified educators are needed. Moreover, they can 
influence their PLC's and teams with the knowledge they've gained from their extra 
professional development experiences. The current model is not sufficient and many of 
them are not respected for their expertise. 3. All elementary classrooms in which at least 
one "unidentified" behavior- or learning-challenged student recided would receive another 
highly qualified teacher to co-teach for the duration ofRTI data collection process. Not an 
aide - a veteran teacher. Small group instruction could ensue, data could be collected, and 
all children (especially those without "unidentified" special needs) would not miss a beat in 
instruction. Sadly, one student can deter 25 from feeling safe and educated for up to a years' 
time. 3. Provide differentiated plan time for teachers who teach more than one course and/or 
level by limiting middle-school department (PLC) collaborative time to SIP days and 
decreasing team collaborative time to 3x per week. Teachers who plan for one level or one 
subject can still meet as is. 4. See other suggestions on other survey pages. 

--More cohesive board. (Few new members are quite unprofessional and display a lack of 
unity) and lack of materials for steam.mathlscience program as well as a spelling program. 
Rethink PBLs 

--We need more space at Churchill. We greatly appreciate the additions that were done to 
eliminate portables, but all that did was get us under one roof. If a new building is not a 
possibility to ease the space crunch, then I would hope that other options would be looked at 
to balance the schools in some way that is equitable. I also would love to have more of the 
positive voices stand up and share their satisfaction with the work that we are doing. I feel 
that many are afraid to speak their mind for fear of being singled out by certain members of 
the community. 

-- I would remove Kurt Buchholz and Stephanie Clark as board members immediately. 

-- Slow down and see results before changing ideas before data/feedback can be explored 

-- I would like district staff to realize how fortunate we are to have great resources in our 
schools (PLCs, support personnel, specialists, coaches, curriculum, technology, facilities), 
terrific students, and a (mostly) supportive parent community. We do great things every 
day! Let's toot our own horns for a change. I would like all school board members to act 
appropriately during meetings, listen and learn from education experts, and come to 
meetings without personal agendas. I wish parents would realize that the elementary schools 
can't all be exactly the same because the student populations are not all exactly the same. 
Based on this parent misconception, teachers are sometimes concerned that they have to 
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choose between doing what is best for their students and staying in step with the teachers at 
another school. Principals have the right to implement programs at each school that differ 
from other schools if it is in the students' best interest. I wish parents realized that principals 
are making decisions based on student needs and available resources. "Fair" is not the same 
as "equal." 

-- hire minority staff members 

-- PLC meetings for 45 minutes every day is OVERKILL. I do not see it as an effective use 
of my time. It seems like admin gives us more to do to justify the longer school day and 
daily meetings. 

--More communication and work between elementary and Hadley, to better understand 
how each school works and what can be done to streamline our approach. Improved use of 
technology. Internet connectivity is a major issue and drastically can impact lessons and a 
teacher's willingness to use supplementary resources. Consistency and equity (in many 
areas: work load, expectations, etc.) at/within all schools. 

--The amount of new initiatives each year, the amount of meetings that teachers are 
required to attend, the amount of time missed in class, the lack of training BEFORE 
embarking on a new initiative. 

-- Our Level 3 schedule. Actual PLC and teacher personal/lab prep time added back in. (see 
previous suggestions for improvement) 

--We need to slow down a bit and quit rolling out new items. We need to have the time to 
teach a skill or standard well. 

-- Bring more SpEd teachers at each school. 

--We need more specialists and service providers. We need to reduce class sizes and 
expand facilities. We need to higher specialists to develop the curriculum and scope and 
sequences and materials needed for every subject. This is the NORM in the surrounding 
districts. In this district, the burden is on the teachers. Therefore, we are burned out, riddled 
with anxiety and physically ill. Nobody is doing anything to change the teachers' burdens. 
Instead, money goes into technology and the "next new system". 

-- I would allow the teachers more opportunities to use less scripted programs. I would 
provide teachers with more materials. I would encourage more influence from the faculty 
with regards to decision making and new ideas. The faculty and staff are the people on the 
front line. They are in the classroom each and everyday. Trust that they are capable to do 
their jobs and let them teach. I think that our administration gets involved too much. 

-- Too many administrators with too many initiatives placed on teachers. It seems that they 
don;t communicate; consequently there is no empathy for a teacher at Hadley. 

--Build in time for interventions For students to have transition time at the beginning of the 
day and end of the day (not teaching bell to bell) More focus on RTI/PBIS (offering 
different interventions, supports, etc.) Building stronger leadership 
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-- Full Day Kindergarten should be available for all kindergartners. 

-- I want the district to slow down and stop making all these changes. *Continue 
specialization *No multi age or looping *PBLs should be project based in the lower grades 
and problem based in the higher grades. 

-- I would like to see the district allow more time for things before making further changes. 
I would also like to see district decisions to be more realistic for classroom setting. It would 
be very beneficial for classroom teachers to receive more resources and support from our 
coaches. 

-- More space at Churchill. Less constant change of curriculum. You cannot improve upon 
what you've done if what you do is constantly changing! 

--I would stop ALL of the changes and reflect on what is working and not working. I would 
slow down the pace and try one thing at a time. I would give the teachers more individual 
planning time and less directed PLC time. I would get rid of the specialists that don't work 
with kids and spend their time going to conferences and wasting teachers time. I would stop 
pulling teachers out of classrooms for meetings. I would plan more effective Institute days 
and SIP days. I would reflect on the leadership and perhaps make some changes. I would 
clean up the schools to show some pride (school wide PBL perhaps?). 

-- A Board who is conducive with the mission of the staff and administration, as that is not 
happening now. A Board who is supportive of each other and who conducts business 
meetings as they are supposed to happen and show the community that we are professionals 
who are all working collaboratively and cooperatively for the sole purpose of helping our 
students become the best they can be. 

-- eliminate standards based grading alter FLES 

-- The way we service students with special needs. Provide more support for students in the 
general education setting that have an IEP. Continue to provide self contained classrooms 
for the small population that needs it. I believe we need to bring back the modified 
instruction prograrn(s) within our district. Inclusion isn't always the best approach for 
students with special needs. Many of the surrounding districts still have modified programs 
with the opportunity for students to mainstream into general education classrooms. 
Common core standards can still be delivered within these classrooms as long as the 
teachers are given enough time to collaborate with grade level teachers. 

-- We need full day kindergarten - even if you charge a fee. The Board - I wish you would 
do the job you were appointed to do. What you are doing now is not that. Advocate for ALL 
students - not just your agenda. Let the educators be the educators. 

-- Build another middle school because Hadley is too big. 

-- Purchasing curriculums in writing and math. 

--Less parent power in educational decisions. More trust of the teachers. The solidarity in 
the Board of Ed. Full day kindergarten 
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-- Board meetings. 

-- Stop Buchholz's and Clark's behavior during Board meetings. It is embarrassing. 

-- Reduce the number of education initiatives (looping, PEL's, Multi-Age, etc) More direct 
communication with staff members and CSO administration Academic expectations are too 
high for our youngest learners. Reduce the amount of testing that students are required to 
complete (MAP, ISELS, etc) Superintendent/CSO Administration/Board should be open to 
and respect ideas and concerns of the people that are responsible for teaching the district's 
students. 

--We have expensive technology that does not work and it has nothing to do with the 
devices. My students and I need reliable technology. It is a travesty that a savvy district like 
ours cannot do any better with our technology support and its leadership. We should not be 
in a situation like this. 

-- Establish a focus/set of priorities and then do it very well. We often try to do too much. 

--Facilities - space is tight for the kids and teachers. Lack of storage so items end up 
stacked in hallways. Also, the drop off and pick up at most schools are dangerous. Seems 
like we could work on figuring it out. This is an issue at all schools. 

-- I would like to see more training for the professionals who work with our at risk and 
special education population. 

-- Board behavior More support from parents on our initiatives Communication 

--I would add all-day kindergarten. In a perfect world, FLES teachers would have their own 
classrooms to allow teachers to stay in their rooms and FLES teachers to reduce loss of 
teaching time due to moving from room to room. 

--I would like the District to take a harder look at the needs of the Special Ed students and 
their aides. I believe the aides should be given a bigger voice. I have had the opportunity to 
meet most of the Special Aides in the district. They are exceptional in all they do. At times I 
have felt the needs of these students and the aides are always a second thought. The district 
should also think about raising there wages. It is kinda a shame at what they make. 

-- Our District needs to recognize the vast difference between the amount of pressure and 
workload of the different positions in the buildings. For example: PE teachers VS Literacy 
or STEAM teachers. Classroom teachers are grading at home, planning at home, often 
teaching without district assessments ready on time, spending plan time filling out PLOPS 
on multiple classes of students, writing long sub plans for in school meetings ... 

-- Office greeters ~eed to be more friendly 

-- There is a need for safety shoes and outer wear allowance. 

-- More support for teachers. 

--I would like the Board to stop in-fighting, stop micro-managing, and start working 
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together, respectfully, looking at the big picture ... how to support administrators, how to 
attract teachers, etc. 

-- rapid approach to change, stress brought on to students through district initiatives, lack of 
consistent curriculum, grading scale 

-- I would love to see a curriculum purchased for teachers. Having assessments already 
created and a purchased curriculum would allow for more time for teachers to focus on 
differentiating lessons for the students. Having to unpack the standards and then find 
resources, books, activities on a daily basis is extremely time consuming. It would be nice 
to have some sort of consistency throughout the district. 

-- We need to add space to all of our existing buildings or create a new facility to "right 
size" our buildings. All of our facilities are at capacity and some are beyond capacity. I 
would also like to see all Board members treat one another with respect and civility. 

-- I am frustrated with our board. They do not get along at all. It's embarrassing. Our older 
classrooms need remodeling. Our special ed teachers are wonderful but their head admin 
does not seem to be that involved. Special ed. students who have parents that are highly 
involved receive preferential treatment. If there is a poor special ed student, they do not 
receive the same services. It is very frustrating to see students treated differently due to how 
much money their family has. I am also frustrated with the longer day. Students are 
exhausted by the end of the day. 

-- more parking 

-- Curriculum development should come from specialist or those who have time to create. 
Asking teachers to do this while teaching is poor practice. 

-- Stop the school board meetings from getting out of control and hulling each other and 
staff members. The school board should support it employees and respect them. School 
board members should be about teaching students instead of have there own agenda and 
trying to make a name for themselves. 

-- Stop responding to the negativity of certain members of the public. They will never be 
happy. Stop trying to appease them. We do a great job and do not need to defend ourselves. 

--Only one schedule- No A week/B week More support and resources for Special 
Education, especially if we continue to bring back out placed students to our district. 

--We are a very hard working district and that's what makes D41 so successful in meeting 
the needs of its students. Yet, with hard work, there also comes a stressful working 
atmosphere. I would like D41 to reduce the number of new initiatives introduced all at the 
same time and slow the pace of those initiatives. We would still be a superb district. I would 
also improve facilities at Hadley. The building was built in the 50's. There has been periodic 
facility changes to update the building to match programs to student needs. These changes 
need to continue. I would suggest a committee, including teachers, to identify facility needs. 

-- we need to use JR High space better. Community needs to open their purse strings 
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-- Scheduling is still an issue. A and B week and the wheel confuse staff and students. Many 
parents don't like students having two teachers. This is especially hard for the special ed 
population. Teachers are rushing to fit in all academics each day and then often need to put 
things on hold for PBL, FLES, DARE, etc. There is still too much packed into one day. 

-- Administrators being more visible and listen to staff ideas. 

-- Changing programs for instruction often does not give teachers enough time to adjust 
teaching, or maintain a sequential spiraling curriculum. Stay with a textbook series for a 
longer period of time. 

-- Taking a longer time to evaluate new programs or processes before 
implementing/changing them. 

-- Coaches need to understand real time classrooms and make themselves available to help 
when the help is sought out. 

--We need more unified resources in each grade level. We need our teams and teaching 
materials to stay consistent from one year to the next. These issues do not help foster the 
PLC model. None of the teachers should have to do the split if our district truly supports 
PLCs and specializing. 

-- Better use of finances, support students with special needs and requiring additional 
support, stop changing the curriculum, make teacher's opinions matter. 

-- I wish that education for teachers and professional development was valued more. I wish 
there was more of an incentive for people to learn new skills, try new things, and share with 
their colleagues. 

-- The pressure to perform PBL's and the evaluation system has evolved into an extremely 
pressure situation which have made many teachers have panic attacks. This is not right. 

--I would like to see a more harmonious, less acrimonious, relationship (as I perceive it) 
between the Board and the district administration. 

-- I would improve communication from CSO regarding curriculum. I would like to see all 
current curriculum documents in a central location and in a consistent format. Currently not 
all documents are updated, they are in multiple locations and in different formats. It is very 
difficult to efficiently plan for and pace instruction the way curriculum resources are 
currently available. It would also help to have all curriculum resources in a consistent 
format. Math, Science and Literacy formats are all different. I would like to see less 
frequent and dramatic changes to curriculum. I would like to see more programs, teachers, 
support staff and financial resources directed to special education to better meet the needs of 
these students. 

-- I would remove specialization from the primary grades. Students would learn in one 
learning community and teachers would be able to integrate curriculum areas. If you could 
find authentic PBL topics, an integrated approach would be so much more effective. I 
would have all day kindergarten so students could enjoy more great literature, work on their 
social skills through play as we develop the whole child, not a totally academic kindergarten 
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as we have now and allow all students opportunities to develop their fine motor skills. The 
skill level for handwriting and other fmd motor functions is at a noticeably poor level. I 
would allow teachers to have plan time in their classrooms. I hope the Board and 
community know that teachers have zero minutes of planning time in their own classrooms 
during the day even though it is touted that we have planning time. No amount of planning 
for what happens during the school day happens during the school day. Would you like to 
have to do all of your work outside of your work day? Or not be able to use your office? 
Specialization does not work when you have an uneven number of sections. It put a high 
level of stress on the teams that are functioning in this scenario. Teacher working in this 
model only get one PLC session with their partner a week. 

-- How those resources are allocated and the entire structure of special education, beginning 
with the Administrator. The superintendent needs to go, as does the Director of Special 
Education. Their leadership is top-down and ineffectual, though saving money has been 
accomplished. 

-- -The use of PBLs 

--The way we communicate with our non english families. We need to improve the time 
and the way we communicate with them as a District. 

--No multi-age classrooms. No teacher specialization below 5th grade. No PLC's as they 
are currently forced upon staff. We always met with one another,as needed. No one needs to 
tell teachers to meet about students. The forced PLC times have disrupted schedules beyond 
belief and are not even equitable. Go back to trusting your outstanding staff. Some of us 
have dedicated decades of hard work here and know what we are doing. These constant 
initiatives, year after year, are not even vetted to see if they work before the CSO is on to a 
new one. 

--I would like to see evidence of the Board of Ed working more collaboratively to solve 
problems. True collaboration does not appear to be the happening when I have attended 
board meetings or listened to them through the webcast. I know that board members have 
differing opinions, and that is valuable, but it doesn't seem like rudeness should be 
happening between board members. All the board members are volunteers. All of them 
should feel good about their service to the community. No one should wonder about if they 
will be attacked, belittled, or scoffed at during a board meeting. 

--We have no focus. Too many agendas. Too many initiatives without enough training to 
implement and time given to evaluate before we jump onto a new bandwagon. Lets narrow 
our focus. Work smarter, not harder. We are trying to go in too many different directions 
and making decisions on knee-jerk reactions. There's a generally pervasive negative attitude 
from parents that results in adversity and general chaos. It permeates our classrooms, our 
school board, our district decisions, and our feelings of satisfaction, which ultimately affects 
the success of our students. 

-- The time that everyone has to take their entire lunch or break without being interrupted or 
expected to spend it with a student because there isn't enough staff personnel to cover those 
times. 

-- Go back to the schedule from last year 
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--No more curriculum changes for a few years and less negativity at the School Board 
level. 

-- I would like to see more celebrations for the good work being done by the staff and 
students within our district. 

-- Give more ownership to teachers. Let teachers teach. Too many meetings 

-- Teachers need to be provided with a clear scope and sequence in all content areas. 
Teachers also need a clear, developed curriculum for each content area they teach. Teachers 
deserve the right to be treated as professionals. The current expectations imposed on 
teachers with PLCs is completely disrespectful. Teachers feel as though they are viewed as 
irresponsible children that require policing in order to uphold professional obligations. 
Whether there is a need to meet or not, we must meet. There is no appreciation, either, for 
the fact that some professionals actually begin to whither when they are not permitted any 
professional alone time to plan and reflect on their own. The lengthening of the school day 
by an additional 35 minutes for elementary students is not solving anything. In fact, it has 
proved difficult for some of our most fragile young students to build the stamina to endure 
to the end of the day. Plus, teachers in our building have been told that the finallO minutes 
prior to the lunch hour are not to be used as instructional minutes as this time was 
communicated to the community as a transition time from homeroom to PM classrooms, 
which is a completely unnecessary misuse of time. As a longtime employee of this district, I 
am disheartened by the path we have taken. We are ignoring the needs of our most valuable 
constituents, our children. I sincerely hope that those with the authority to impact positive 
changes in this district to get us headed back in the right direction will heed this opportunity 
to stand up and take action. So many valuable individuals in my life have repeatedly asked 
why I put up with this job and such great frustration. I still feel that teaching is my calling 
and that this community is where I am needed. 

-- The administrative support for our special Ed classrooms seems to have driven multiple 
teachers out of the district quickly. Something needs to be done to help with student 
discipline in these classrooms. 

--Teachers needs a primary resource to use to teach curriculum every day. Teachers have 
too many random resources to pull from. The high volume is too overwhelming and most 
teachers do not have the time to sort through everything. More academic consistency across 
the district is also very important, such as more district developed 5 point scale rubrics and 
spelling words/assessment. 

-- The school board. The way it is currently functioning is despicable! It is an 
embarrassment to the community. 

-- TOO many initiatives and changes! Any change should be implemented for 5 years 
before abandoned. NOT more than 1 or 2 BIG changes a year. Teacher specialization, PBL, 
New technology, two grade levels - TOO MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

-- The arguments between board members. The disrespect to teachers and staff shown in the 
Facebook parents page and the forum. There is a way to disrespectfully disagree with 
teachers. Bullying happens online and it happens between adults just as much as with 
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children. It would be nice if those who feel so strongly towards a teacher on one of those 
sites could actually talk to the teacher about it and work together rather than complaining 
behind their backs. Us teachers are here for your child and we want that relationship with 
you so if there is an issue it would help if you talked to your child's teacher about it! 

--I do not feel that we are at "ALL HANDS ON DECK". We have so many needs at our 
school  

 
 

. We need every extra minute spent with our students who need 
the help. 

--pay the support staff better. and you have them so stretched thin. they bounce better so 
many students. Its my understanding that IEPs are on the rise, and aides are going down. 
Don't these kids have advocates and lawyers. have you observed the self-contained rooms at 
hadley. Depending on the group, its organized chaos. no wonder why they get in trouble in 
off-team classes or lunchroom. more mainstreaming with support staff can work. 

-- I wouldn't change anything ... just keep it striving to be even better in the future. 

-- I would STOP the looping - Teacher Specialization and PLCs have helped teachers to be 
consistent and expert in their field at that grade level. If we go to looping, you are asking 
teachers to learn a WHOLE NEW set of standards, new curricula, new resources, new 
behavioral and maturity parameters ... why would you want to take teachers who are doing 
an excellent job teaching content that they KNOW and that they have had some time to 
STUDY and FEEL COMPETENT delivering and change everything they are doing? Just 
because second and third graders are close in age doesn't mean someone who has been 
teaching second grade math will also be an excellent third grade math teacher. Teachers 
understanding their MANY, MANY standards for their content areas is a powerful tool that 
looping takes away, and for what? The possibility of benefiting a few kids? Don't loop just 
to loop. Strong schools have strong teachers who are confident with the kids, the subject 
matter, and the age level. Looping eliminates that. 

--Early start time not a good idea. Too difficult for kids to get to school on time. Never saw 
so many tardy before! No thought given to traffic patterns and traffic jams that occur in the 
Hadley to Churchill area. Churchill site itself is a dangerous location. Why keep pouring 
resources into a building on a four-lane highway? Belief that professional learning 
communities (teachers meeting daily) will solve all problems. District needs to provide 
more support for students who clearly require more interventions than classroom teachers 
can provide. Not right to keep disruptive students in the regular classroom when they are a 
danger to themselves and others. Teachers shouldn't have to evacuate the rest of the class, 
interrupting other kids' learning, just to keep one disturbed student in the least restrictive 
environment. Bilingual administrator who goes after the best dual language teachers, 
treating them unfairly and making their lives miserable so they have to leave. (And go 
where their gifts and expertise are appreciated.) Overly harsh evaluations by bilingual 
administrator and sometimes principals. Rubrics not always applied in an equitable manner. 
Would be nice to have enough parking spots at each school for all the staff to use and a few 
extra for visitors. The CSO is landlocked - maybe should consider another location with 
adequate parking considering all the meetings held there. How about a technology director 
who took an interest in the technology needs of each school and introduced new technology 
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equitably. An instructional technology teacher or coach as well as tech support. We used to 
have a tech aide who provided both tech education and tech trouble-shooting, but those 
positions were eliminated across the district to save money. Yet, those aides had contact 
with every student each week, and cost nowhere near the salary of a pbl coach. 
Administrators need to be mindful of medical recommendations that children's screen time 
be limited. Seems like admins keep advocating for more and more computer/ipad time and 
less and less time reading, yet studies prove tech overuse harmful to kids development and 
kids actually prefer reading a physical book over the electronic version. Libraries used to be 
wonderful but now that they've been purged of books and are run by staff uninterested in 
literature - no longer helpful. Kids now have trouble fmding books or are told they cannot 
have them. 

--The Board. It has become an embarrassment to anyone associated with D41. Public 
Forum at each meeting has simply turned into "shock" radio, where anger and personal 
agendas have replaced genuine concern for making D41 great. To the two newest members 
of the board, I would ask you to respect and remember the "transparency" platform upon 
which your campaigns were based. 

-- The two new board members! Please do the district a favor and resign. You both are an 
embarrassment. I wish the community had a chance to do a recall vote on those two. 

-- Our whole school board working with the teachers and supporting all teachers and not 
just a few. I would also like to see Churchill have more space for our extra staff members. 

--Because we are at the forefront of new initiatives, we sometimes meander away from the 
basics. We also tend to bring on too much change too abruptly. 

-- Get an actual concrete plan together in terms of curriculum, grouping of students, 
specialization, and mult-age. I would change the amount of change that continually occurs 
within the district. Every year it is something drastically new. 

-- More support for special education and ELL students. 

-- I wish we offered technology wise - 1) Having Adobe version where you can scan and 
rearrange pages, delete pages, etc. and save in Skyward to have important documents that 
can be shared district wide. 2) Raptor should be on a network and not on one workstation 
per school and have it's own Kiosk so parents can sign in/out on their own. 

-- remove multi age at all grade levels improve scheduling (no A week/B week) reduce 
class size remove specialization at grades K-3 Don't introduce so many new initiatives at a 
time, reflect on what is working and not working. 

-- Suggest that the new board members set aside their personal agendas so that they are 
better focused on the District as a whole. 

-- how we distribute our funding 

--Eliminate multi-age classrooms. 

-- I'd love to see a full day kindergarten .. There also needs to be a focused effort at Churchill 
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to provide some systems of support for our struggling learners. It is not addressed 
consistently. 

-- More study and emphasis on being a good citizen and participating in activities that 
understand and promote a democratic society Values 

-- Sometimes the decisions the district makes in regards to spending money do not work in 
the classroom, yet they never ask the teachers for feedback. In a technology era, I feel it 
would be very easy to survey teachers about what they think about new things that are being 
bought. For example, why should a CSO employee be making decisions about furniture in a 
classroom that they are never in or have to teach in every day? 

-- Better communication between superintendent and staff. Better focus on what we do for 
children who are not meeting standards - we know how to identify them, now what? 

-- The behavior of Board members during the monthly meetings is an embarrassment to 
listen to online. There needs to be a monitor or mediator of sorts to keep the protocol at a 
professional level. 

-- I would stop trying to impress the world and just find things that truly work and do them. 
I would stop changing things every year. Example WIN time was promoted as a key piece 
of think tank and then soon after abandoned. Many teachers had concerns for the idea of 
WIN time but were either ignored or were too afraid to say to anyone but teammates or 
other coworkers. I would make it a key goal for teachers to feel free to discuss issues openly 
and honestly and truly solicit and value their feedback. When we do make changes we 
should make sure they are supported by proven practices and methods and we should track 
how well they do over time. I also don't think our AEC classes should consist of 4 or 5 
students. We have many kids who can handle that program and need to get them involved. 
When kids get to Hadley, many more are involved and I always hear of students who never 
made it in in the grade school but are doing well in gifted at Hadley. The AEC kids get to 
benefit from instruction in a class of 4 or 5 students to one teacher, while our strugglers get 
pretty much nothing but support from their own classroom teachers. 

-- consistent curricular materials full day kindergarten less Institute days 

-- Communication - only selected staff are privy to information or opportunities such as 
professional development. Any opportunity that could better instruction and improve 
learning should be opened or at least offered to all staff. Vital information regarding 
students' well being should be shared immediately with those in direct contact with the 
student(s). This is for the student, other students, and the staffs' safety. (ie. suicide attempts, 
cutters, eating disorders, violent/tragic experience, etc.) Treatment of the staff- Treat the 
staff as professionals, and with respect. Trust that the staff loves what they do because 
they're doing what they love. 

-- The negativity and disrespect displayed by BOE members has impacted the culture of 
care and progress in this district. Making decisions based on a small percentage of highly 
verbal people. Adults that bully (this includes cyberbullying). 

--Limit the number of initiatives rolled out simultaneously. 
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-- Stop chasing the latest "thing" in education and focus on data driven fundamental 
implementations. Too many new initiatives over the years, pulling teachers in many 
directions,fading away when the next new thing comes along. 

-- Curriculum, district admin and building admin 

--Building hours for staff extended (earlier). The building is often too available to the park 
district which can often lead to spaces not being cared for appropriately and equipment 
damaged. 

-- The board of ed. needs to be better role models and leaders. Take away some new 
initiatives. Return to an 8:50 start and 3:30 end. 

--I would allow teachers and parents to be included on decisions regarding 21st century 
purchases. Those that aren't in a classroom (CSO) shouldn't decide what works best in the 
classroom. Tax dollars have been spent irresponsibly. 

-- The relationship between faculty and some administration, particularly with regard to 
how faculty are sometimes treated. High expectations, little to no acknowledgement for 
hard work, achievement, or input in decision making. Inequities in expectations for faculty 
in comparison to administration. Build your employees up, instead of always looking for 
fault, and they will work even harder than how hard they already work, and they will do so 
happily. 

-- The access to a range of services for our special education students - they are being 
eliminated!!! This is a crime for some of our neediest students, as they are all being placed 
into a "melting pot" of a classroom OR are required to stay in the general education setting 
where they are so far behind (3+ years) that they can no longer feel successful in any areas. 
I feel like programs are being cut without our input or knowledge and it is a real disservice 
to our neediest students. 

-- Rti interventionists or specialists working with students Less initiatives Adopt curriculum 
resources and don't change it for at least two years. 

-- - please consult teachers on their opinions 
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